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1. Disclaimer            

This Project Information Memorandum (the “PIM”) is issued by Rail Land Deve lopment Authority (RLDA) in 

pursuant to the Request for Proposal vide RFP Notice No.     of 2011 to provide 

interested parties hereof a brief overview of plot of land (the “Site”) and related information about the 

prospects for development of multifunctional complex at the Site on long term lease. 

The PIM is being distributed for information purposes only and on condition that it is used for no purpose 

other than participation in the tender process. The PIM is not a prospectus or offer or invitation to the public 

in relation to the Site. 

The PIM does not constitute a recommendation by RLDA or any other person to form a basis for 

investment. While considering the Site, each bidder should make its own independent assessment and 

seek its own professional, financial and legal advice. Bidders should conduct their own investigation and 

analysis of the Site, the information contained in the PIM and any other information provided to, or obtained 

by the Bidders or any of them or any of their respective advisers. 

While the information in the PIM has been prepared in good faith, it is not and does not purport to be 

comprehensive or  to  have been  independently verified and  neither RLDA  nor  any of  its  officers, 

employees, advisers or consultants accept any liability or responsibility for the accuracy, reasonableness or 

completeness of, or for any errors, omissions or misstatements, negligent or otherwise, relating to, or 

makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to, the information contained in the 

PIM or on which the PIM is based or with respect to any written or oral information made or to be made 

available to any of the Bidder or its professional advisers and, so far as permitted by law and except in the 

case of fraudulent misrepresentation by the party concerned, any liability therefore is hereby expressly 

disclaimed. 

The information contained in the PIM is selective and is subject to updating, expansion, revision and 

amendment. It does not, and does not purport to, contain all the information that a Bidder may require. 

Neither RLDA nor any of its advisers undertakes to provide any Bidder with access to any additional 

information or to update the information in the PIM or to correct any inaccuracies therein, which may 

become apparent. Each Bidder must conduct its own analysis of the information contained in the PIM and 

is advised to carry out its own investigation into the prospects of developing the Site, the legislative and 

regulatory regime which applies to commercial development in India, and all matters pertinent to the Site 

and to seek its own professional advice on the legal, financial, regulatory and taxation consequences of 

entering into any agreement or arrangement relating to the proposed Site. 

The PIM is for use only by the Bidders. The PIM may not be copied, or distributed by any Bidder to third 

parties (other than in confidence to that Bidder’s professional advisers) or prospective consortium 

members. Under no circumstances should Bidders make contact with officers or employees of MOR unless 

invited by the MOR or in accordance with the PIM. 
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2. Project Information           

2.1 Introduction: 

Multi-functional Complexes (MFC) are commercial complexes which are to be constructed in station 

premises for providing rail users facilities like shopping, food stalls and restaurants, book stalls, 

PCO/STD/ISD/Fax booths, medicine & variety stores, budget hotels, underground parking etc. Accordingly, 

development of Multi-functional Complexes is being taken up in different parts of the country at various 

railway stations.Rail Land Development Authority (RLDA) a statutory authority under the Ministry of 

Railways offers development of MFC on a Railway Land at these identified sites. The nature of the offer is 

lease on an “as is where is basis” for a period of 45 years lease. 

RLDA has adopted a single stage two packet system i.e. submission of eligible proposal and financial 

proposal for selection of the bidder for award of the Project. This Project Information Memorandum (PIM) is 

issued by Rail Land Development Authority (RLDA) in pursuant to the Request for Proposal (RFP) to 

provide interested parties hereof a brief overview of plot of land (“Site”) and related information about the 

prospects for development of these multifunctional complexes. 

2.2 Salient Features 

The site offers an excellent opportunity for a successful commercial real estate development owning to the 

following factors: 

 The sites are located near the Railway station. 

 Easy accessibility to Railway Station, Bus stand and in the city area 

 Good visibility from station approach road 

 Opportunity to create a landmark in the city 

 Land form and topography suitable for the construction 

 A vibrant commercial catchment area 
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Pre – Application meeting with prospective bidders 

Submission of Application 

Scrutiny and selection of eligible bidders for opening of 

financial bid 

Opening & scrutiny of financial bid and declaration of the highest 

bidder 

Issue of acceptance letter 

Signing of Development Agreement with the successful bidder 

Advertisement release and uploading of RFP and PIM document 

on RLDA website for prospective bidders along with EOIs from 

end users 

2.3 Executive Summary 

 

Location The site is located at the Majerhat Railway station. 

Land Area proposed 2000 Sq. Mt 

Built up area 3200 Sq. Mt  

Current status of site Vacant land 

Site Surroundings North- Station Building 
East- Flyover on Diamond Harbor Road 
West- Station Circulating Area 
South- Two lane Helen Keller Sarani 

Site accessibility Approachable from Main Road 

Topographical Features Irregular Shape 

 

2.4 Process Chart: 

Fig 2: Process Chart 
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2.5 Guidelines for Expression of Interest: 

M/s Jones Lang LaSalle has been appointed as Marketing Advisor by RLDA for these MFCs and separate 

EOI may be sought by them as supplement information to the prospective bidder. 

Objective: The Objective of the EOI is to increase the base for the participation in the MFC projects by end 

users like retailers, hoteliers, banks, pharmacies, bookstores, who operate either individually or as large 

corporate entities, who may or may not be interested in development of the project. The EOI is not a valid 

bid in the development process, but instead serves as an offer for leasing of the eventual premises. 

Expressions of interest are invited from end users like large chain retailers, hoteliers, and small individual 

entrepreneurs interested in leasing the premises on a short term basis (min of 9 years) as an indicative 

rental for developers who might be interested in leasing the land and developing the project. 

Expressions of interest are also invited from large developers who have executed projects in multiple cities, 

who may have a standard set of tenants. Since  the  process  followed  is  an  open  tender,  retailers  and  

hoteliers  who  are  interested in development are advised to send in expressions of interest, as the EOI 

would provide indicative rentals to the final winner of the bidding process. 

 The EOIs may be annexed to the amended tender document to enable greater transparency for 

bidders. 

 Retailers and Hoteliers interested in leasing space may send in expressions of interest, as this will 

provide an indicative rental for final leasing from the winner of the final bid. 

 EOI must be stamped and signed by the authorized signatory of the company. 

 EOI will not be the final contract between the winner of the bid and the end user, which will be 

subject to negotiations etc. as in the case of any private commercial deal. 

 EOI from developers will not be considered as a valid bid for the project, since the valid bid will be 

only considered as per the normal rules of tendering by RLDA. 

 EOI must be submitted within 15 days of the posting of this RFP for the MFCs on the website. 
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3. Kolkata - A City Profile           

3.1 Introduction  

 

Kolkata, formerly known as Calcutta, is the capital of the Indian state of West Bengal and a Gamma World 

City. Kolkata is the commercial capital of East India, located on the east bank of the Hooghly River. The 

Kolkata metropolitan area, including suburbs, has a population exceeding 15 million, making it the third 

most populous metropolitan area in India and the 13th most populous urban area in the world. The city is 

also classified as the eighth largest urban agglomeration in the world. 

Kolkata is the main business, commercial and financial hub of East India and the northeastern states. It is 

home to the Calcutta Stock Exchange — India's second-largest bourse. 

Until recently, flexible production had always been the norm in Kolkata, and the informal sector has 

comprised more than 40% of the labor force. State and federal government employees make up a large 

percentage of the city's workforce. The city has a large unskilled and semi-skilled labor population, along 

with other blue-collar and knowledge workers. As in many other Indian cities, information technology 

became a major growing sector in Kolkata since late 1990s, with the IT sector growing at 70% yearly — 

twice that of the national average. In recent years there has been a surge of investments in the housing 

infrastructure sector with several new projects coming up in the city led by companies such as DLF Limited 
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and Unitech Group. Kolkata is home to many industrial units operated by large Indian corporations with 

products ranging from electronics to jute. Some notable companies headquartered in Kolkata include ITC 

Limited, India Government Mint, Kolkata, Haldia Petrochemicals, Exide Industries, Hindustan Motors, 

Britannia Industries, Bata India, Birla Corporation, CESC Limited, RPG Group,Texmaco Limited,[63] Bengal 

Ambuja, Philips India, Eveready Batteries, Coal India Limited, Damodar Valley Corporation, PwC India, 

Peerless Group, United Bank of India, UCO Bank and Allahabad Bank 

Majerhat is a locality in the city of Kolkata. It is located in the southern part of the city and is surrounded by 

Ballygunge and Kasba in the north, Haltu in the east, Jadavpur/Garia in the south and the Lake Gardens 

and Jodhpur Park areas in the west. 

The locality is sometimes referred to as the middle class and currently growing very well off upper middle 

class people's locality in South Kolkata. Though it is surrounded by its rich and famous areas, over the it 

still remains primarily a nice upper middle-class neighbourhood. Apart from its critical location in south 

Calcutta, it is also a place inhabited by prominent people with strong social and cultural background. 

The railways has revived a Rs 1,700-crore project that had been gathering dust for years as part of their 

efforts to turn the upcoming terminal at Majherhat into an integrated railway hub. 

 

3.2 Location and Connectivity 

Majerhat is well connected to all major cities and towns nearby through rail and road network. Distance 

of Majerhat from few important cities is given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cities (Area) Distance 

Bardhhaman 123 

Howrah 12 

Sealdah 8 

Kolkata Airport 21 
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3.3 Demography 

Residents of Kolkata are called Calcuttans. According to 

the provisional population of 2011, Kolkata city has a 

population of 4,486,679, while the urban agglomeration had 

a population of 13,216,546 in 2001. The sex ratio is 928 

females per 1000 males – which is lower than the national 

average, because many working males come from rural 

areas and neighboring states (mainly Bihar, UP, Orissa), 

where they leave behind their families. Kolkata's literacy 

rate of 81% exceeds the all-India average of 66%.Kolkata Municipal Corporation area has registered a 

growth rate of 4.1%, which is the lowest among the million-plus cities in India. 

Bengali comprise the majority of Kolkata's population , with Marwaris and Bihari communities forming a 

large portion of the minorities .Some of Kolkata's minor communities include Chinese, Tamils, Nepalis, 

Oriyas, Telugus, Assamese, Gujaratis, Anglo-Indians, Armenians, Greeks, Tibetans, Maharashtrians, 

Konkanis, Malayalees, Punjabis and Parsis. Tibetans mostly came as traders. There were also many 

Armenians, Greeks and Jews, although these have declined in 20th century. After the establishment of 

Israel, many Jews left to live in Israel and the size of the Jewish community had a severe decrease. 

Chinatown in the eastern part of the city of Kolkata is the only Chinatown in the country. The locality was 

once home to 20,000 ethnic Chinese, now the population has dropped to 2,000 or so. The traditional 

occupation of the Chinese community here had been working in the nearby tanning industry and the 

Chinese restaurants. 

Bengali is the dominant language spoken in Kolkata, which also serves as the Official State Language. 

English is also used, particularly by the white-collar work force. 

According to the census, 73% of the population in Kolkata is Hindu, 23% Muslim, 2% Christian and 1% 

Jains. Other minorities such as Sikhs, Buddhist, Jews and Zoroastrian constitute the rest of the city's 

population. 1.5 million people, who constitute about a third of the city's population, live in 2,011 registered 

and 3,500 unregistered (occupied by squatters) slums.  

3.4 Rail Passenger Information 

Details regarding trains and passengers at Majerhat railway station are given below: 

                                                                       
Area (in km²) 

1480 

Total population:  4,486,679 

Females (/1000 males)  928 

Density (per km²) 27,462 

Literacy (%) 81 

Average no. of passengers dealt per day 
7000 

No. of passenger trains per day 71 pairs 

Table: Passenger information 

On Majerhat Junction Railway Station 
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3.5 Retail Scenario 

The retail sector in Eastern India is largely Kolkata-centric. The city of Kolkata has come a long way in 
terms of retail maturity with a proliferation of brands and organized retail chains. Shopping trends in the city 
have witnessed a radical shift over the recent years, from the conventional trader run standalone shops to 
more organized & large retail formats. Evidently, the future of retailing in the city lies in new-age shopping 
malls, which provide variety, value and convenience in a more comfortable environment. This is also 
evident by a surge in the consumer spending on branded goods in the recent times; for example the city's 
Music World outlet has recorded the highest earnings per square feet amongst all its outlets in the country. 
The city has also welcomed the other retail chains such as Pantaloons, Westside and Shopper’s Stop. 
 
 
 

Existing and upcoming Retail establishments in Majerhat 

Pantaloons / Westside 

Subject Site 

Big Bazaar / Orbit Mall 

Forum Mall 

Raymond 

Cantabil 

Domino’s 

South City Mall 

Dakshinapan Shopping complex 

    Upcoming 

Fig 1: 

Distribution of 

Railway Stations 

Covered 

    Operational 

Domino’s, CCD 

NIIT, MAAC Institute 
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Lately, Kolkata has emerged as a strong prospective destination in the expansion plans of retailers and is 
now perceived as a latent but highly potential market. Prominent retail chains like Music World, Westside, 
Dominos, Pizza Hut, Shopper’s Stop, Wills Sport, Barista, and Pantaloons have already established their 
presence in the market. Apart from these new-age, large retail chains which have started operating 
successfully in the city, there are a large number of traditional, specialized markets like the Bowbazar 
market, Bagri market, China bazaar, Lake market, Burrabazar market, Chandni market, etc., and high-
street markets at Park Street, Esplanade area, Camac Street, Shakespeare Sarani, Gariahat, which offer a 
wide variety of items like stationary items, dairy products, electronic goods and appliances, glassware, 
crockery, wooden furniture, jewellery, musical instruments, fruits, flowers, vegetables, fish, flesh meat, 
textiles, spices, dry fruits, sugar, salt, groceries, paints, hardware items, etc. Besides these markets, there 
are small-format, non-branded shopping complexes/malls like the A/C Market, Vardaan Market, New 
Market, and the Shreeram Arcade, which offer a wide variety of items, from garments, watches, and 
footwear, to consumer durables like household electronic gadgets. 
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3.6 Snapshots of Retail near Majerhat 

Dakshinapan Shopping Complex 

South City Mall 

Westside Camac Street 

Forum Mall 

Pantaloons Camac Street 
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4. Site Information            

4.1 Location 

The site is located at Majerhat railway station.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Google Image showing the site location 

 

Site 

Railway Station 

Site 

Railway Station 
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4.2 Layout 
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4.3 Site Photographs 

 
Photo 1: Site 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 4: Comment Here 

 

 
Photo 2: Road adjacent to site 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 4: Comment Here 

 

 
Photo 3: Site 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo 4: Site 
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4.4 Plot Details 

The area of subject land plot is approximately 2000 sq. m. 

Parameter In sft In sqm 

Site Area Utilized 21528 2000 

Maximum  Built up Area 34445 3200 

 

 

4.5  Suggested Product Mix 

 

HOTEL RETAIL RETAIL AMENITIES 

 Rooms (AC/ Non AC) 

 Dormitory 

 Community Center /Banquet 

 Retail Shops 

 Anchor/Food Court/Food 
Plaza  

 Vanilla Shops 
 

 ATM 

 Clinic 

 Internet Café 

 ISD/PCO 

 Variety Store 

 Pharmacy/Book Stalls 

 Bank Branch  

 Prepaid Taxi Car Rentals 

 Cloak Rooms 

 Tourist Information Booth 

 

 

Retail is fast expanding in Majerhat with large number of popular brands opening outlets in the city. 

Development of the MFC project with the above mentioned product mix will help in development of the 

Majerhat Railway Station area in accordance to the rest of the city.  


